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Greetings!
I hope you all enjoyed a wonderful ,

restorative summer and are feeling

refreshed as you transition into the

fall . Remember to take a moment

this week to turn on your favorite

song or playlist , and if you 're

feeling brave , go ahead and sing

along or dance to it !  

In this newsletter , you 'll find tips

on rebuilding vocal stamina after

summer break , updates on studio

schedule changes , and

information on how to use the

online scheduler . As ever , hit reply

with questions or comments , or

bring them to your next lesson !

B A C K - T O - S C H O O L
S P E C I A L

Book 4 lessons, get the 5th
25% off!

 
1) Book 5 lessons

2) Enter BACK2SCHOOL somewhere in
your intake form

3) You'll receive a 25% refund on the 5th
lesson

 
Offer valid through Sept. 30th

Online Scheduler

Book as many as 8 lessons or as few as 1

lesson at a time

Schedule a lesson up to 48 hours in advance

Reschedule or cancel a lesson up to 24 hours

in advance

Edit your Intake Form up to 12 hours before

your lesson

Purchase an optional Practice Track or

Accompaniment Track

All reservations are first-come, first-served

Find the online scheduler here:

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.p

hp?owner=19996787 

Quick Facts:
 

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=19996787
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=19996787
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Back to Basics

Back to school , back to work , back to fall . . .back

to basics . When it comes to rebuilding vocal

stamina after some time off , it 's all about

returning to the fundamentals . Here are four

exercises to get you started :

1) Cultivate body awareness : do a mental

scan of your body , from the crown of your head

to the soles of your feet . Where do you feel

ease? Where do you feel tight or stuck?

Knowing what IS is the first step toward

intentional change . 

2) Take a minute or two to tune into your
breath . If possible , breathe through your nose ,

and imagine you 're smelling something

wonderful . Freshly baked cookies , anyone?

Place your hands on your belly , and allow your

abdomen to soften (without slouching). What

kind of movement do you notice in your body

with each breath? Where do you experience

movement? How would you describe the

quality of movement?

Susan Davies Music will remain
an online studio for the

foreseeable future. Given the
current demographics of the

studio, this is the most
inclusive and viable option at

this time. If this changes, you'll
be the first to know!

SHARE YOUR STORY! IF YOU WANT TO SHARE A STORY OR SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT
YOUR MUSICAL JOURNEY IN AN UPCOMING NEWSLETTER, LET ME KNOW!
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If you or someone you know is
interested in a singing class, Tufts

Community Music is offering a group
voice class for adults on Wednesday
evenings, starting Sept. 22nd, taught
by yours truly! Email me for details.

3) Use buzzy, low-impact sounds, like

humming or lip trilling, to establish flow.

Glide from low to high and then high to low,

following what feels good to you. Return to

these easy glides at any point during the day

or throughout your practice session.

4) Your voice is designed to communicate.

Turn on your favorite song (in your bedroom, in

the car, in the shower), and sing with gusto!

What is the story you're telling? How does the

song make you feel? What is the subtext?


